Avicenna Aspect of Cardiac Risk Factors
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Dear Editor-in-Chief

During the last decade, the term "Acute risk factors" was used commonly to describe some activities and events which increase the risk of acute cardiac diseases (1) include: meteorological stress (2, 3), emotional stress (1, 3), overeating (1, 3), nicotine abuse (2), different intensity of physical activity (3), especially heavy physical activity (1, 3), during sleep (2), cold or heat exposure (1), coffee or alcohol consumption (1), and cocaine or marijuana use (1). There are some studies which have directly or indirectly studied cardiac risk factors according to gender (4-6), blood group (7) and even among unhealthy people such as patients with metabolic syndrome (8,9).

Avicenna, ancient Iranian scientist (980 – 1037 AD) in third book of his masterpiece, the Canon of Medicine, has described heart diseases. According to his teaching, heart is the source of innate heat and is considered as a chief organ in body; factors which destroy innate heat may result in heart weakness and then heart diseases (10).

In the first book of Canon, Avicenna said that there are some causes which may make innate heat weak through different mechanisms include: Overindulgence in exercise, sleeplessness, emotional stress, prolonged persistence in bath specially too warm bath, excessive defecation of humors and fluids from body through severe diarrhea and/or bleeding, overeating and drinking, overindulgence in sexual activity, puffy body morphology, emotional states such as too preoccupation, too sadness, too exhilaration, and too pleasure, everything change body temperament such as some drugs, warm weather, inhaling rotten air or poisonous air, pain specially in stomach, fever, excessive perspiration, severe starvation. The weakness of the heart, sometimes other organs play a role; for example, diseases in some organs such as pleura, meninge, lung, liver, and specially stomach, may result in heart weakness (9). Of course, four factors are more important than others include: exercise overdoing, emotional stress, overdoing of sexual activity and sleeplessness (11, 12).

As a conclusion, Avicenna never used the term “Acute risk factors” or “External triggers” but he explained nearly twenty factors that may change normal status of heart some of which are very similar to external triggers of acute myocardial infarction. More studies about heart enfeebler factors according to Avicenna’s view, is recommended.
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